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Studies ofj (2230) inJyyyc Radiative Decays
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The BES experiment at the Beijing electron-positron collider has observed thej(2230) signal in
p1p2, K1K2, K0

SK0
S , and pp final states with4.6s, 4.1s, 4.0s, and 3.8s statistical significances,

respectively. The new observations of two nonstrange decay modes ofj ! p1p2 and pp are
important evidence for the glueball interpretation of thejs2230d. [S0031-9007(96)00037-3]

PACS numbers: 14.40.Cs, 12.39.Mk, 13.25.Jx, 13.40.Hq
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Using 8.0 3 106 Jyc events collected at the Beijin
electron-positron collider (BEPC), the BES experiment h
performed systematic studies of thej(2230) inJyc radia-
tive decays, and observed thej signal inp1p2, K1K2,
K0

SK0
S , andpp final states. The resonancej(2230) with a

width of only about 20 MeV has stimulated both theore
cal and experimental interest since it was first observed
Mark III Collaboration in the decaysJyc ! gK1K2 and
gK0

S K0
S [1]. Several experiments searched for this narr

state. Although some experiments claimed that they fo
some structures around 2.2 GeV in different processes
4], which proceed via different mechanisms fromJyc

radiative decays, no other groups observed such na
structure inJyc decays [5]. As a result, the existence
the j(2230) has been quite controversial. It is also int
esting to note that thejs2230d has never been observe
in anypp ! KK experiments [6–9] and these nonobs
vations can be interpreted as upper limits for the prod
branching ratioBsj ! ppdB

°
j ! KK

¢
. The unexpect-

edly narrow width ofj has provoked many speculation
about the nature of this state. Previous theoretical in
pretations ofj(2230) included identification as a high sp
ss state [10], a multiquark state (such as a 4-quark s
[11,12], aLL bound state [13], a neutral color scalar bou
state [14], etc.), a hybrid state [11,15], or a glueball [1
With the only strange decay modes observed by Mark
3502 0031-9007y96y76(19)y3502(4)$10.00
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Collaboration, thess interpretation could not be excluded
and the glueball interpretation would be disfavored. Th
new discoveries on nonstrange decay modes are extrem
important to understand the nature ofjs2230d and espe-
cially to know whether it is a glueball [17].

The BES detector, fully described elsewhere [18], h
the following main features: The momentum resolutio
of charged tracks measured by the main drift chamb
(MDC) is dpyp  1.7%s1 1 p2d1y2, wherep is in GeV;
the time-of-flight (TOF) counters have a resolution of 33
ps; the barrel shower counter (BSC), which covers80%
of 4p solid angle, has an energy resolution ofdEyE 
22%y

p
E (E in GeV ) and a spatial resolution of 3.6 cm

in theZ direction and 7.9 mrad in thef direction.
The first level of event selection requires two opposite

charged tracks forgp1p2, gK1K2, and gpp events,
and requires two positive charged tracks and two negat
charged tracks forgK0

S K0
S events. At least one detecte

photon is required for all these events. More than o
photon per event is allowed due to the fake photo
which come from the interactions of charged tracks
the shower counter or come from electronic noise in t
shower counter. The further selection criteria ofJyc !
gp1p2 will be described in detail while others will
be described briefly since the techniques used are q
similar.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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In the event selection ofJyc ! gp1p2, the main
backgrounds come fromJyc ! rp , KpK, gK1K2,
(ng)e1e2, and other p1p2 1 neutrals. The large
background fromsngde1e2 events is removed by re
quiring (1) the opening angle of two tracksuop , 175±,
(2) the energy deposit in BSC of each trackEsc , 600
MeV, and (3) the angle between each track and theZ
direction (positron beam direction) satisfiesjcosuj , 0.7.
No TOF selection criteria are applied. Instead, theKpK
and gK1K2 events are removed by using the kinema
variable U  Emiss 2 jPmissj, where Emiss and Pmiss

are, respectively, the missing energy and missing m
mentum of all charged particles, and they are calcula
by assuming that the charged particles arep1p2 [19].
A cut 20.25 , U , 0.08 GeV is made. The tight cu
on the positiveU region not only rejects most of the
KpK ,gK1K2 events but also removes most of the eve
having multipions or other neutrals. The two body dec
behavior of r 2 p decay of Jyc is used to remove
Jyc ! rp events: Events having one charged pi
momentum in the regionjPp6 2 1450j , 40 MeV and
the invariant mass of the other charged pion andp0 in the
r mass regionjMp7p0 2 Mr7 j , 75 MeV are removed.
When Mp7p0 is calculated, the momentum of thep0 is
obtained fromPp0  Pmiss. The advantage of this tech
nique is that it uses only the momenta of charged tra
measured by MDC which has good momentum resoluti
This cut may cause a systematic error on detection e
ciency for different spin and different helicity amplitud
ratios, but it does not bias the invariant mass spectrum
p1p2. This factor has been included in the systema
error of the branching ratio. In the selection of photon
the photon is required to be isolated from two charg
tracks (ugp . 30±) and to come from the interaction poin
(IP). When the number of photonsNg $ 2, the events
with p0 are first removed by using a new variableap0

angle. The main points are as follows: First, the phot
directions are known from BSC and the momentum
the p0 is known fromPp0  Pmiss assuming this even
contains only onep0; second, if one photon (g1) direction
and the momentum ofp0 are known, the direction of
the other photong2 can be calculated assuming they a
from ap0 decay; the angle between the detected direct
and the expected direction ofg2 is called ap0 . The
multiphoton events havingsap0dmin , 8± are discarded,
where sap0dmin is the minimum value of all possible
combinations of photon pairs. The advantage ofap0

is that it is independent of the measurements of pho
energy. Theap0 cut does not bias the invariant mas
spectrum ofp1p2, though it may cause a systemat
error when the efficiency is calculated for the events w
fake photons. This factor is also included in the syste
atic error of the branching ratio. For one photon eve
and the multiphoton events passing theap0 cut, another
cut [5,20] P2

tg ; 4jPmissj
2 sin2sumgy2d , 1800 MeV2

is imposed, whereumg is the angle between the missin
momentum and the photon direction. Finally, events
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4-C kinematically fitted to obtain better mass resoluti
and to suppress backgrounds further by the requireme
x2

gpp , 16 andx
2
gKK . 10.

An analogous analysis is performed to sele
Jyc ! gK1K2 events. The backgrounds from
Jyc ! (ngd e1e2p1p2 1 neutrals (includingrp),
K1K2 1 neutrals (includingKpK), andgp1p2 events
are removed by making use ofuop, Esc, particle identi-
fication (by requiring that at least one kaon is identifie
by TOF and that the track with momentum,600 MeV
should be identified as kaon by TOF), variableU, two
body decay behavior ofKp 2 K decay ofJyc, photon
selection,ap0 , P2

tg, and 4-C kinematic fit.
When the decayJyc ! gK0

SK0
S is studied, bothK0

S ’s
are selected by imposing a cut on the second vertex an
cut on the mass of pion pairsjMp1p2 2 MK0

S
j , 50 MeV,

whereMp1p2 is calculated at theK0
S decay vertex. The

main backgrounds fromgK0
SK6p7, gK0

SK0
Sp0 events are

suppressed by using particle identification by TOF, t
variableU, photon selection,P2

tg , and 4-C kinematic fit.
The Jyc ! gpp events are selected by the use

uop [21], particle identification (one proton and on
antiproton) by TOF, the variableU (jUj , 0.1 GeV),
photon selection (isolated from antiproton and comi
from the IP),ap0 , P2

tg , and 4-C kinematic fit to eliminate
the possible backgrounds fromJyc ! pp 1 neutrals,
pnp , etc.

The resulting invariant mass spectra ofp1p2,K1K2,
K0

SK0
S , and pp [Figs. 1(a)–1(b)] show evidence for th

js2230d as well as other resonances, including som
known particles, e.g.,f2s1270d and f4s2050d in p1p2

mode.
Monte Carlo studies are performed to obtain the ma

resolutions and the detection efficiencies and to ass
that the selection criteria do not bias the invariant spec
The mass resolutions in thej region are smp1p2 
11 MeV, smK1K2  9 MeV, smK0

S K0
S

 12 MeV, and
smpp

 7 MeV. For each decay mode, the detectio
efficiency is obtained from Monte Carlo simulation bas
on the assumptions ofj that the spin isJ  2 and that the
helicity amplitude ratios arex  1.0 and y  0.0. The
detection efficiencies are 0.164, 0.174, 0.106, and 0.2
for the j signal in thegp1p2, gK1K2, gK0

SK0
S , and

gpp channels, respectively, and they all vary smooth
by less than25% in the fit mass region. Different spins
(J  0, 4) and different (x, y) values are tested. The
relative acceptances differ by less than25%. This factor
has been included in the systematic error of branch
ratio for each channel, respectively.

The invariant mass spectra (Fig. 1) are fitted by an u
binned maximum-likelihood method which uses a smoo
background plus one or several Breit-Wigner resonan
convoluted with Gaussian resolution functions in each
(Fig 2) [22]. The number of events in thej signal, as de-
termined by the fit, is 74, 46, 23, and 32 in thep1p2,
K1K2, K0

SK0
S , and pp channels, respectively. The
3503
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FIG. 1. Invariant mass spectra of (a)p1p2, (b) K1K2, (c)
K0

SK0
S , and (d)pp.

statistical significances of thej signal in the p1p2,
K1K2, K0

SK0
S , and pp modes are, respectively,4.6s,

4.1s, 4.0s, and 3.8s [23]. The statistical significance
of a signal is determined by the difference between
logarithm of the likelihood value for the fit with the sig
nal and that for the fit without the signal [1].

The parameters of thej(2230) (massMj , width Gj,
and branching ratioB) measured in each channel a
listed in Table I. The systematic errors of mass a
width are due to the uncertainty of the backgrou
shape and event selection criteria. The systematic er
of branching ratios [24] are due to the uncertainty
detection efficiency, the uncertainty of background sha

TABLE I. Mass, width, and branching ratios ofj(2230). The
first error is statistical and the second is systematic.

Decay Mj Gj BsJyc ! gjdBsj ! Xd
mode (MeV) (MeV) s1025d

p1p2 2235 6 4 6 6 19113
211 6 12 5.611.8

21.6 6 2.0
K1K2 223016

27 6 16 20120
215 6 17 3.311.6

21.3 6 1.2
K0

SK0
S 223218

27 6 15 20125
216 6 14 2.711.1

20.9 6 0.8
pp 2235 6 4 6 5 15112

29 6 9 1.510.6
20.5 6 0.5
3504
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FIG. 2. Fitted invariant mass spectra of (a)p1p2, (b)
K1K2, (c) K0

SK0
S , and (d)pp.

the systematic error of the number of producedJyc, and
event selection criteria.

The measured parameters inKK channels are in agree
ment with the MARK III’s results [1]. The measured
branching ratio for thep1p2 decay mode is larger
than the MARK III’s upper limit BsJyc ! gjdBsj !
p1p2d , 2 3 1025 (95% C.L.) while the branching ra-
tio for the pp decay mode is within the MARK III’s up-
per limit BsJyc ! gjdBsj ! ppd , 2 3 1025 (95%
C.L.) [1].

In conclusion, our results show thatj(2230) does exist
and two new nonstrange decay modes ofj ! p1p2

and pp are observed. These new discoveries give ve
important evidence for the identification ofjs2230d.

Compared with other mesons,js2230d has many dis-
tinctive properties [17]. (1) Flavor-symmetric decays
pp and KK [24]; with the phase spaces removed, th
decay probability ofj ! p1p2 is of the same order
as that ofj ! K1K2. (2) Narrow width; the width of
j(2230) is only about 20 MeV. (3) Large production ra
in radiative Jyc decays; from the mean values of th
branching ratios of the BES’s results and the PS185
perimental upper limit [6,25]Bsj ! ppdBsj ! KKd ,

1.5 3 1024 (99.9% C.L.) which assumesGj . 10 MeV,
one can roughly estimate thatBsJyc ! gjd is of the
order3 3 1023 or even larger [26]. This means that th
production rate ofj in Jyc radiative decay could be a
large as or larger than those of some conventionalqq
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mesons such asf2s1270d andf 0
2s1525d. Consequently, the

decay branching ratios ofj decays intop1p2 andK1K2

are about or even smaller than2%, and thus the partial de-
cay widthsGp1p2 and GK1K2 are approximately severa
hundred keV. However, a narrow resonance in thej mass
region with large production rate is not seen in the crys
ball results on theJyc inclusive photon spectrum [27].

The qq, multiquark, and hybrid models cannot easi
explain the special properties of thej(2230). As a result
of the observation of flavor-symmetric couplings and sm
partial widths ofj ! pp andKK, thejs2230d cannot be
interpreted as aqq meson [17]. The large production rat
in radiativeJyc decay would disfavor the interpretation
of a multiquark state. With the observed upper limit [25
B

°
Jyc ! gLL

¢
, 1.3 3 1024, we do not expect aLL

bound state to have a large production rate as thej in
Jyc radiative decay. Also a hybrid state is not expected
have as narrow a width as thej(2230) (especiallyGpp and
GKK ). In contrast, these features are just the expectati
for a glueball [17]. For example, the narrow width i
naively expected since glueball decay to aqq state is
suppressed by the so-called Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka rule [2
The qualitative similarity between the decay properties
the js2230d and those of thexc0 and xc2 suggests that
the j decay via gluons. Therefore, these features wou
strongly favor the glueball interpretation ofj(2230).
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